A key property of modern systems to control and acquire data from a collection of laboratory experiments is that the computer programs to effect this control and data acquisition are written in a highlevel language, e.g., FORTRAN. The large amount of core memory required for execution of programs compiled from the FORTRAN language poses the most significant problem in the design of systems to support this language. A common method of solving this problem involves dividing the execution code into a main program and a set of associated overlays. A subsystem for developing and executing FORTRAN programs having such a main program-overlay structure can be implemented in many ways. The details of an implementation within a functionally distributed laboratory computer system are given. Emphasis is placed on the description of an auxiliary fast-access disk used as an intermediate storage device for read-only access information.
Introduction
A key property of modern computer systems for experiment control and data acquisition is that the computer programs to effect this control and data acquisition are written in a high-level language.
Since many scientists have had at least a minimal amount of experience with FORTRAN, this language is an excellent choice for the implementation of such highlevel routines. An additional advantage of FORTRAN is that it is a compiled language. The compilation process serves as a rapid pre-execution filter for syntax errors in the program language statements.
The compiled-language property of FORTRAN becomes even more important in the particular case of computer systems for experiment control and data acquisition. During a major portion of the time that such a system is in operation, the system processors as well as the experiment electronics must be utilized to service on-going experiments; only a small fraction of the time is available for testing new computer programs and modifications to existent ones. Hence, provision must be made for eliminating as many errors as possible from these programs prior to actual execution.
The most serious liability of a high-level language is the relatively large amount of core memory space required to implement a particular function as compared to the space required to implement the same function using a lower level language. It is not unusual for the total space requirements of high-level language programs for experiment control and data acquisition to reach 105 -106 core memory words, a total which exceeds the space available in most computer processor-main memory configurations. (Here, a main memory word consists of 16 bits.)
The problem of the exceptionally large core memory requirements of high-level languages can be converted into lesser problems by sharing the memory in time among various portions of the program. The algorithm for deciding which portion of the program is to reside in memory at any given time is coded either explicitly or implicitly into the program itself. Since this program is written by the system user (experimenter), this solution places an additional burden on this person. In particular, each user must have a detailed understanding of the following:
(1) the program structure imposed by the program partitioning method. This includes the definition of the logical program units which may share the available core memory and the hierarchical relationship among the logical units;
(2) the method for communicating information between the logical program units; (3) the physical storage space restrictions imposed by the available memory on both the individual logical units and various combinations of these units; (4) the method for programming the sharing algorithm in the high-level language.
Thus, one of the decisions to be made before implementing a high-level language for experiment control and data acquisition is whether or not these additional burdens on the user can be tolerated in order to obtain the many advantages which these languages afford. In the present case, it has been determined that the additional problems do not become unmanageable if the program partitioning method adopted is the simplest possible one.
High-Level Language Partitioning Method
As mentioned above, the high-level language selected for implementation at the present system is FORTRAN. A standard method exists for partitioning FORTRAN program code. A part of the total code, the logical unit termed the main program, is made permanently resident in core memory. Other parts of the code, the logical units termed overlays, occupy at different times a portion of the memory separate from that occupied by the main program. Also, a set of contiguous areas in the space occupied by the main program logical unit, the set of common areas, can be defined and utilized for communicating information among the logical program units. This structure is the only part of the FORTRAN memory partitioning 0018-9499/78/0200-0217$00.75 Q 1978 IEEEscheme which is standardized. In particular, the requests to load the overlays to main memory can be made explicit or implicit and the structure (layout) of the overlays in memory can attain various degrees of complexity, the most complex being an autoloaded overlay system with a tree-structured call and layout scheme. Similiar complexities can be introduced into the definition and layout of the common areas. In the present system such schemes are considered to be much too complex for an average user to understand easily. The properties of the present FORTRAN overlay system are the following: (1) The program development function is very nearly a node level function as it stands, i.e., it is almost possible to completely confine it to a system node. However, one additional partitioning operation must take place. The function (1), above, is partitioned into the two subfunctions "generate programs for experiment control and data acquisition" and "file (store) executable copies of programs for experiment control and data acquisition". The first of these subfunctions is confined to a node of the system and this node is labelled the program development node.
The second subfunction can also be confined to a system node, the shared service or common node. In this case, however, additional subfunctions are also performed by the node.
The function (2), above, is not so easily confined to a single system node, and, in fact, many advantagesl)2 to the system as a whole can be realized if this function is further partitioned before confinement. This function is next partitioned into the function "provide a set of shared services required to control and acquire data from a set of laboratory experiments" and a set of n functions "execute program to control and acquire data from experiment number x", where n is the total number of laboratory experiments. Each of these n functions is confined to a private execution or application node.
The function of providing a set of shared services must be partitioned once more. The three resulting functions are the following:
(1) request services to initialize and manipulate the set of shared services;
(2) supply services to initialize and manipulate the set of shared services;
(3) supply a set of shared services required to control and acquire data from a set of laboratory experiments.
The first of these functions is confined to a system control and manipulation node. The second two are combined with the function "file executable copies of programs for experiment control and data acquisition", mentioned above, and all are assigned to the common or shared service node, also mentioned above.
Once the system structure has been reviewed, a discussion of the FORTRAN programming subsystem reduces to a description of its implementation at the various nodes of the system. Since the point of most interaction of all the laboratory experiments serviced by the system is the common node, implementation of the subsystem at this node will be emphasized.
Program Development Node
All computer programs for experiment control and data acquisition are constructed at the program development node. Hardware and software at this node are used to generate high-level language source code and reduce this source code to core-image (executable) form. The node implementation elements are discussed below.
Hardware Implementation Elements
Hardware elements present at the program development node include the following:
(1) a computer processor and 28,672
words (16- Three fundamentally different operations are carried out at the program development node: generation and modification (editing) of source code, compilation of source code to relocatable binary (object) modules, and linking of object modules to logical (and physical) address space. The program development node is always used in single-user mode; only one user can perform the operations discussed below at any one time. While utilization of a processor in the singleuser mode may not be justified in all instances, in the particular case of a system for experiment control and data acquisition, it has been found to be satisfactory Source Code Editing. The medium for permanent storage of user source code is DECtape, 12 the small capacity reels of randomly accessed magnetic tape mentioned above. Source code is usually generated by typing characters at the keyboard terminal and having the characters stored in a file on the node disk. This code generation process is controlled by the editor program. Source modification is accomplished in a similar manner; the source file on DECtape is copied to disk, the editor program is used to modify the disk file, and the disk file is copied back to DECtape. Some users, however, have found an alternative method of source code maintenance to be more convenient. All source code generation and modification is done on punched cards (IBM 026 punch give the locations of common block variables, the entry points to subroutines contained within the main program, and the location of the main program entry point in main memory. This information is also printed on the line printer in the form of a load map.
The linking process for an overlay is similar except that the symbol table serves as part of the input to the process. Entries within the symbol table are used to satisfy external references made from within the overlay to the main program common area and to subroutines located in the main program memory space.
One symbol table entry is also used to determine the placement of the overlay code in physical main memory. A load map giving the entry points of the overlay code and all subroutines linked into the overlay main memory area is also printed on the line printer.
The last two operations performed by the LINK MAIN PROGRAM and LINK OVERLAY batchstreams are to reduce the relocated code to core-image executable form and to transfer the core image to the common node by requesting the PUT MAIN PROGRAM or PUT OVERLAY transaction function.
Control and Manipulation Node
Operations which initialize and manipulate application-node-global information maintained by the FORTRAN programming subsystem are initiated at the system control and manipulation node by the system operator. (Application-node-global information is control information which can have an effect on more than one application node if it is changed.) In general it can be shown14'15 that the software and hardware elements required to implement this node are a subset of those required to implement the program development node. While the control and manipulation node is very obviously a logically separate node and very strong reasons can be advanced for its implementation as a physically separate node, economic reasons usually make such a separate implementation unfeasible. Such is the case in the present system. The control and manipulation functions and the program development functions are performed by the same physical node. Thus the software and hardware elements listed above are also present at the control and manipulation node. PROGRAM transaction submitted to the common node. At the successful conclusion of this transaction request, the requested main program resides in application node main memory and is automatically entered from the operating system.
As mentioned above, the requests to load overlays to main memory and begin their execution are explicitly coded into the FORTRAN main program. These requests take the form of a call to a system standard subroutine. The main parameter of this subroutine call is the overlay number. A call to this subroutine has the result that the GET OVERLAY transaction function is requested of the common node, the overlay is transferred to the application node and loaded into main memory and its execution begun. The flow diagram of the execution sequence from FORTRAN main program through routines which drive the inter-node communication link has been given elsewhere.15 It should be noted that GET MAIN PROGRAM and GET OVERLAY are the only transaction functions belonging to the present subsystem which can be requested by an application node.
Common Node
The function of the common node is to supply a set of shared services to the private nodes, i.e., the control/manipulation node, the program development node, and the application nodes. The hardware present at this node and the node operating system and set of task level subsystems have been described in much detail elsewhere.14-18 Only a very brief review will be given here.
The common node has been implemented as a transaction processor. Requests for service directed to this node and the subsequent response to these requests take the form of a transaction, where a transaction consists of two mandatory and one optional transmissions over the communication link between the common node and the private node requesting the service. Transactions entering the common node have some very definite properties18 of which two should be stated here:
(1) the elapsed time required for complete processing of any transaction is 10-2 _ 100 seconds;
(2) all transactions have approximately equal weight with respect to their response time requirements.
Each transaction is processed by two task sequences.
The first sequence accesses information in the REQUEST transaction parameter block and assembles an ACKNOWLEDGE transaction parameter block for transmission back to the requesting private node. If the optional transaction DATABLOCK transmission is required, the second task sequence finishes the transaction processing after this transmission has taken place.
While processing a transaction, each task in these sequences may access common node resources.16''7 Statically allocated resources consist of modules of subroutines, read-only access tables, and modification access tables which are associated with the various task level subsystems. Logical resources are structured flags which represent access, both read-only and modification, to various information structures within the common node. Physical resources are contiguous blocks of main memory which can be used as control blocks for executing various input/output operations or as buffers for these operations.
The overall scheme for processing transactions in the common node is the following: All resources, both logical and physical, required to completely process a transaction are claimed prior to the start of transaction processing.
In this way the lockout problem due to conflicting resource requirements of two simultaneously processed transactions is avoided.
The task level subsystems which process the transactions and an operating system'9 to support task execution comprise the software present at the common node. The hardware consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/45 computer with three modes of memory management and a set of high-quality shared peripheral devices. Among these devices is a movinghead disk controller and a single 20 megaword disk drive.
Main Program and Overlay Manager Subsystem
The task level subsystem which manages the executable core images of FORTRAN programs at the common node is the main program and overlay manager subsystem. The tasks in this subsystem and the transaction functions which they perform are listed in Table I An improvement is possible both because of the strict division maintained in the common node software between read-only and modification access information and because of the functional definition of the common node as a transaction processor. Each transaction entering the common node can be classified according to whether or not it changes information maintained within the node. This means that temporary information can be maintained within the node and utilized by tasks which require only read access to common node information in order to perform their transaction processing. Upon receipt of a transaction which modifies information managed by the node, all temporary information can be cleared, the master copy of the temporary information updated, and the process of reconstructing the temporary copy begun anew. The reconstruction process continues and temporary information accumulates (or remains undisturbed) until the next transaction requiring modification access to the information is received.
Extension of the Subsystem
As mentioned above, the point at which the main program and overlay manager subsystem can be improved is the GET OVERLAY function. The total time required to perform this function is -500 milliseconds. The times which contribute to this total are listed in Table II . The disk used to implement the subsystem has an average access time (cylinder positioning time plus half rotation time) of 41.5 milliseconds and a transfer rate of 7.5 ksec per 16-bit word. Thus 94 milliseconds are required to read the subsystem master program and program directories from the disk. If it is assumed that the average length of an overlay is 4,096 words, an additional 72 milliseconds are required to read the overlay itself. Also, in the worst case (maximum length overlay), 197 milliseconds would be required for these two transfers. While a master copy of the subsystem information must always be maintained, it is possible to reduce the disk access and transfer time by keeping a temporary copy of this information in main memory or on a faster disk.
In the extended subsystem copies of the most frequently used overlays are stored on a Digital Development Corporation fixed-head disk. 20 The access and transfer properties of this disk are an average access time (half rotation time only) of 8.7 milliseconds and a transfer rate of 4.2 4sec per word. Thus the average 4,096 word overlay can be transferred to main memory in 17.2 milliseconds. A much condensed version of the subsystem directory is maintained in main memory. When a frequently used overlay is requested for the second time with no intervening modification access transaction, its core image can be placed in the transaction datablock in an average time of 26 milliseconds. Thus the total transaction processing time is reduced by 30 percent.
The algorithm for diminishing the amount of temporary information is simple. Whenever a transaction is processed which must modify any of the subsystem information, the directory in core memory is cleared. This operation also implicitly removes all overlay images from the fast disk. As subsequent requests for overlays are received, a copy of each overlay is written to the fast disk and its main program name and overlay number are entered into the temporary main memory directory. When the fast disk partition is full, the least frequently used overlay is removed and replaced with a copy of the currently requested overlay. The overlay frequency-of-use is determined by maintaining a linked chain of pointers to the overlays (in the memory resident directory) and keeping the currently requested overlay at the head of the chain.
Logical Resource Manipulation
As mentioned above, master copies of the overlays are maintained on the slow disk. In general, several transactions processed by the main program and overlay manager subsystem could be in progress at any one time. Thus it would be possible, for example, for transaction A to read a copy of the subsystem directory, allocate space for a new overlay, update its copy of the allocation byte map, and yield the processor in order to write the directory back to the slow disk. Before this write operation has been completed, however, transaction B could obtain a copy of the original directory, allocate space for a new overlay, and itself yield the processor in order to write its copy of the directory back to the slow disk. Eventually the directory copy due to transaction B would be written over the copy due to transaction A and the overlay added by transaction A would disappear. In order to prevent such overlapping update operations by different transactions, the logical resource construct is utilized. The main program and overlay manager subsystem logical resource is a member of the group of transaction processing resources claimed by the initial task in all REQUEST phase sequences which process transactions directed toward this subsystem. Modification access to this logical resource is relinquished only when all operations which modify the information which this resource represents have been completed. Transactions which access the subsystem information in readonly fashion claim the resource for read-only access before proceeding. The algorithm for granting access to the resource dictates that multiple transactions may claim read-only access at one time but all such transactions must have relinquished access to the resource before it can be assigned to a transaction requiring modification access. Also, only one transaction at a time may hold modification access. In this manner, every transaction is guaranteed that the first obtained copy of the information to which the logical resource represents access will remain current throughout the complete processing of the transaction.
In order to extend the subsystem, an additional logical resource must be defined. This logical resource represents access to the temporary directory maintained in main memory. Every GET OVERLAY transaction must include this logical resource with modification access in its initial group of requested resources. The task which processes this transaction scans the temporary directory in main memory to determine if the overlay in question is present on the fast disk. If not, the overlay is read from the slow disk, written to the fast disk, the temporary directory updated, and the overlay sent to the requesting application node. The fact that the transaction holds modification access to the temporary directory logical resource means that no other transaction can modify this directory while these operations are in progress, hence the temporary directory is not corrupted.
In the event that an entry for the requested overlay is present in the temporary directory, the GET OVERLAY transaction is not required to modify this directory. Hence it can reduce its access rights to the temporary directory logical resource to read-only in order to allow other transactions which require readonly access to this resource to proceed. However, since there is presently no mechanism in the common node operating system to allow such a reduction in access rights, the GET OVERLAY transaction simply retains modification access until it has been completely processed.
Conclusions
This extension to the main program (06) OVPGLA (00) OVPGTA (02) OVPGSZ (04) OVPDFA (06) OVPDNA (10) OVPGLA (00) OVPGTA (02) OVPGSZ (04) 
